India at Santa Maria University

The students of International Relations of Santa Maria University (USM) in Caracas organized an international fair on 26 July 2013 at their campus in Caracas on the topic of “Technology applied to Diplomacy and Commerce” (I Modelo de Tecnologia aplicada a la Diplomacia y Comercio) in which several countries, including India, were represented. The students took a lot of care to decorate the Indian stand with Indian motifs and artifacts. Apart from Indian food, books, videos and music, they also showed their interview with H.E. Ms. Smita Purushottam, Ambassador of India which they had recorded earlier. One of the girls performed a Bollywood dance. The students had studied various aspects of Indian economy, use of technology in its development and role of Indian companies outside the country and they were interviewed by examiners about their knowledge. Their effort to make an attractive Indian stand was appreciated by the visitors.